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                                         --Red Storm Spot on Jupiter, courtesy NASA 

 

Welcome to The Weekly Planets, keeping you involved with current events from an astrological 

perspective.  Your comments and suggestions are welcome.   

Cosmic Weather for the Week   7/05/15 to 7/11/15 

 
   

 
 
     June 26 was the topmost height of the Mars arc of out-of-bounds declination—the very day the Greek 
Prime Minister cut off negotiations with the ECB and called a national referendum.  Tonight is that 
referendum;--with transit Moon at the midpoint of the Tsipras government chart’s Venus and Mars for the 
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yes-no vote.  Exactly what they are saying yes or no to the electorate is not certain, but yes or no it must 
be;--a snap choice between terrible alternatives. 
 
 

 
 
      The chart for the time the polls close has Sagittarius Lagna with the lord Jupiter in the 8th house of 
debt.  Exalted Jupiter, overwhelming debt.   The 8th Lord, Moon, is in the 3rd house, which is 8 houses again 
away from the 8th, showing debts piled on debts and the banks closed with capital controls.   
 The fifth house shows the party in power in a political chart; the sign is Aries ruled by Mars –“No”—in the 
7th house.  The government is urging a No vote.  Mars is with the Sun in the house of sunset;-- the Prime 
Minister has said he will probably resign if the “No’s” lose.    
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      The government’s opponents in a political chart are found in the 3rd house.  Here is the Moon looking 
at Venus—the “Yes” vote.  Venus is in the 9th house showing the world community, which wants to see a 
new deal for Greece.  But will the voters align with this?  
     The Moon separates from opposition to Venus, and applies to a trine to Mars, leaning to the “No’s.”  
The “No’s” have more firepower because Mars is with Sun and Mercury.  If the “No’s” have it,  how painful 
the ensuing bargaining must be and that the government will probably be replaced anyway is suggested  
by the condition of the planets in the 7th house.  Mars and Mercury are positioned in “marana karaka 
sthana”, their place of death-like suffering.  The 7th house is the worst placement for Mars and Mercury.   
     Still a degree of hope is there because Mars at 0 degrees is being overtaken by Venus also at 0 degrees 
and so some new as yet invisible path to negotiations with the creditors will open up once the divisive 
referendum is over. 
     In the Navamsa the Moon is in the sign of the main chart Lagna, Sagittarius, aligning with the 
government.  The emotional and principled choice is to stand up and fight against impossible austerity, as 
Tsipras is pushing for.  But Moon also means a change.  The current cast of characters cannot stay.  Moon 
is having a sign aspect (see post on “Rasi Dristi” at www.satsirikhalsa.com) on Pisces where the Sun and 
Jupiter strong by house and sign suggest an ultimate return to more orthodox authority and to 
cooperation with the Eurozone. 
     On Monday this week Sun moves out of the turmoil prone nakshatra of Ardra and into Punarvasu, “The 
Return of the Light”.  Some of the haze will clear and better solutions can be sought. 
 
 

 
 
      
  Here again is the chart for the swearing in of the current Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras: 
 
  

http://www.satsirikhalsa.com/
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Market View for the Week  (not to be taken as investment advice—strictly opinion) 

             As noted last week, this week has emphasized Venus matters such as negotiations and financial 
liquidity.  Besides Greece, China’s markets have been in turmoil and Puerto Rico has announced major 
debt problems.   Venus is slowing down preparatory to turning retrograde July 24th, and slower planets 
force more attention.   While braking and preparing to join the Sun on August 10, Venus now appears 
super bright and high in the sky at dusk and slowly falls toward the western horizon. For the next two 
months it will fall each night by 2% until on 8/10 it will set at the same time as the sun. The sun isn’t eating 
the planet, it just looks that way. 
 
    The SPX is now fairly oversold; after last week’s gap down on Monday it did turn up on Tuesday but the 
upmove has been weak.  If it can overcome the news this week it may try to fill the gap, but then the 
likelihood is it will turn down again without making a new high, and continue lower into the Venus heliacal 
setting in August. 
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                                                                                                                                            ---Declination tables from cafeastrology.com 

                                                     

      
 
 
 
                                                           

Sat Siri Khalsa was awarded the title of Jyotish Medha Pragya by the Indian Council of Astrological 

Sciences.  She is the Vice President of the CVA, Council of Vedic Astrology, which tests and certifies 

practicing Vedic Astrologers from many different schools around the world.  Sat Siri is a Certified Jaimini 

Scholar and has studied extensively with Pandit Sanjay Rath.   For consultation on your individual chart, or 

to begin a study course in Jyotish, contact Sat Siri Khalsa at www.satsirikhalsa.com. 
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